Zoom
For indoor or outdoor use, this unique wind resistant banner design
allows the graphic to rotate in the wind. It includes both floor base
and outdoor ground stake.

Features and Benefits
-Can be used indoors or outdoors
-Graphic rotates in wind
-Water fillable donut adds stability
-3 shapes and 3 different sizes available
-Double sided graphic is available
-Both floor base, ground stake, and inflatable included

Dimensions
Base foot print:
22.5” x 22.5” (571.5mm x 571.5mm)
Pole is 3/4” in diameter at the widest point
Weight when full of water:
24 lbs (53kg)
Graphic Dimensions: graphic dimensions vary for each shape and size, please request our graphic
templates before preparing artwork
Overall Zoom Dimensions with regular footed base
Zoom 3: 42.5”w x 106”t x 22.5”d
Zoom 4: 49.75”w x 141”t x 22.5”d
Zoom 5: 45”w x 191”t x 22.5”d
Overall Zoom Dimensions with ground stake base
Zoom 3: 31.5”w x 100”t x 1”d
Zoom 4: 38.75”w x 135”t x 1”d
Zoom 5: 34”w x 185”t x 1”d
Zoom Ground Spike: 31.5” (the portion that goes into the ground is 20.75”)
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Additional Information
Shipping Dimensions:
3 meter system: 57” x 7” x 5“
4 meter system: 57” x 7” x 5“
5 meter system: 57” x 7” x 5“

Optional: 3 units fit in 1 OCL case
8 lbs
9 lbs
10 lbs

Recomended substrates: 4 oz. flag
Storage bags included with kit
Optional: Auger base or drive over weighted plate base
We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

Double sided graphics are packed in a
seperate box

Indoor Assembly
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unfold stand

place base over stand

the end of pole with base adapter inserts
into the base
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secure graphic to pole by threading the
bungee through the grommet

Outdoor Options
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fill bas with water or sand
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assemble bungee pole
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insert individual thin pole

feed the thin end of pole through the
pocket that runs along side of the
graphic, use caution not to puncture
graphic with pole

for outdoor use, stake can be inserted
into ground
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push thumb into designated thumbholes
on red handles to extend
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insert zoom pole and drive over pronged
base
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screw into ground and insert zoom pole

